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Abstract. In real-time multi-robot teleoperation, the operator faces a challenge
of maintaining sufficient awareness of all robots in a team. We propose a novel
approach to supporting operators, in instances where operators switch between
controlling or observing multiple robots in a team. Just as how cinema or video
games use visual and narrative techniques to support viewers when transitioning
between scenes, we argue that multi-robot teleoperation interfaces should like-
wise leverage this transition time to provide pertinent information. That is, when
switching to a new robot, the interface should take the opportunity to bring the
operator up to speed, highlighting what happened while they were away, what
current robot states are, and what specifics of the new robot being controlled are;
thus, supporting situational awareness. In this paper, we outline this agenda and
present our initial exploration and analysis of this informative visual transition.
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1 Introduction

Teleoperation is becoming increasingly common and affordable. The demand for multi-
robot teleoperation is increasing to reduce human hours in domains such as search and
rescue [6], military reconnaissance, or exploration [11].

One way to assist teleoperators to control multiple robots is to increase robot auton-
omy (i.e., reducing the required operator effort). However, even advanced autonomous
robots need the operator’s involvement, when it encounters unexpected circumstances
[7] or when it needs to make important final decisions [10].
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Fig. 1. An operator switches
control from one robot (left) to
another that needs help (right); an
operator must assess the current
situation, recent events, and pay
attention to the characteristics of the
new robot in comparison to the
previous.

When an operator takes control of a robot, they must
switch their focus and control to the robot. Before
this control transition, the operator may have been
controlling a different robot or working on other
tasks. For example, in Fig. 1, an operator, navigat-
ing a robot, receives a request from another; they
must switch their focus to new robot and survey the
situation before issuing any commands.

The control transition is cognitively taxing: an
operator must understand the new robot’s state, task
history, and remote environment around it as quickly
as possible (especially for time critical missions)
to send appropriate robot commands. We propose a
novel interface design paradigm in multi-robot tele-
operation to support the operator’s situation aware-
ness during this control transition: informative visual
transition. We propose to use the moment of visual
transition in multi-robot teleoperation to help the
operator quickly establish situation awareness with
the new robot.

Informative visual transition is commonly
employed in interface design even if not emphasized. The transition is highly employed
in film and related media to emphasize transition to a new scene, such as using slow
panning shots or dissolutions. On computing technologies, modern websites provide
animated scrolling instead of an instant page update to highlight the change [12]. In
multi-camera systems (including robot teleoperation), it is common to animate switch-
ing cameras to similarly emphasize the change [5], such as by shrinking one camera feed
while expanding the other [9] or by zooming out first and in to the robot’s location on
a map [1, 2]. Perhaps most similar to teleoperation, video games commonly use scene
changes to provide narrative or game-mechanic information using a loading screen (even
if not necessary for the game) to convey the transition or provide relevant information
during this time (Fig. 2). However, we do not yet have a clear understanding of how to
leverage the moment of robot control transition to similarly convey helpful information
to operators in teleoperation.

In this paper, we survey techniques from cinematography (transition and camera
techniques) and video games (information on loading screens) to inform possibilities
for multi-robot teleoperation.We summarize these techniques and discuss how theymay
be useful in multi-robot teleoperation, resulting in an initial design framework. Our work
provides novel vocabularies and keywords which are useful to discuss and design future
multi-robot teleoperation interfaces.
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2 Teleoperation Information: What the Operator Needs to Learn
During Control Transition

Fig. 2. Example loading screens. The left
provides a visual indicator when the player
moves from one place to another (Resident
Evil, Capcom, 1996). The right provides the
next stage’s context information (Medal of
Honor: Allied Assault, Electronic Arts,
2002).

We propose three important things that tele-
operation operators need to know when tran-
sitioning to controlling a new robot: empha-
sis that a transition is happening and that it
has completed (feedback), what recently hap-
pened to the robot and the environment (his-
tory), andwhat the current situation is (current
states, Fig. 3). We believe this breakdown is
useful for analyzing other work and propose
visual transitions indesigningmulti-robot tele-
operation interfaces.

Transition Notice— feedback in user inter-
faces help users comprehend the system’s sta-
tus [8]. The same applies to the control transi-
tion.With proper transition notice, the operator can understand that their control switches
from one robot to another and reduce mode error in results. For example, with the infor-
mativevisual transition, theoperator knows that theyare controlling aflyingdrone instead
of a ground robot (more degrees of freedom in movements). It applies in every situation.
When theoperator initiates the control transition, the feedbackhelpsknowing that the sys-
tem responds to their command. If the system initiates the control transition, the transition
notice helps the operator notice the transition and be ready for re-evaluating and paying
attention to changes.

Event History— during the control transition, teleoperation interfaces should convey the
eventhistoryof the remoteenvironment to theoperator so that theycanunderstand thepast
progress toward the robot’s task and set next plans. For example, by knowing the robot’s
path in search and rescue, the operator can focus on the area where the robot has not been
through.Theperceptionofcurrentsituationelements isanessentialpartofhavingsituation
awareness [3]. The same applies to the control transition. After the control transition, the
operator needs to have the perception of elements (the state information of the new robot
and theenvironmentaround it).The robot’seventhistoryalsohelpsunderstandinghowthe
robot ended up requesting the operator’s attention.

Current States— up-to-date states of the robot and the environment help the operator
determine what they can and should do next. The information regarding the surrounding
environmentprovidesahintoftherobot’sassignedtasks.Mobilerobotsmaintainalargeset
of internal states, including connectivity, battery level, inertial readings, gyroscope read-
ings, servopositions, andsoon. Inmulti-robot teleoperation,eachrobot’sdetailswith their
configuration or embodiment help the operator reduce mode error in issuing any com-
mands to the new robot. Since the information varies from robot to robot,wemust provide
at least some (if not all) of this information to the operator during the control transition in
multi-robot teleoperation.
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3 Initial Survey:VisualTransitionTechniques inOtherFields

Regarding teleoperation information (transition notice feedback, event history, and cur-
rent states), we are looking at the other fields to learn techniques to inform teleoperation
design.We openly explored other areas of media whichmake specific efforts to carefully
orient audiences to a new scene and situation to ensure that they can follow the story
arc. This resulted in us landing on film and video games.

Film scene transitions happen by blending the visual effects of the two scenes. There
are primarily seven effects and many varieties derived from them: cut, fade-in, dissolve,
white-in, wipe, white-out, fade-out [5]. Visual effects, however, are ambiguous in terms
of their meaning. For example, fading out after a character’s death conveys a different
feeling compared to fading out while people are laughing. However, as visual effects
convey transition in any case, we marked them as transition notice in our classification
and extended our survey to camera techniques which have deeper meaning in transition.

There aremany camera techniques and their improvements in films.With novel hard-
ware and knowledge, camera techniques keep evolving, and cinematographers introduce
new techniques. For this reason, it may not be practical to list all existing techniques. We
could not find academic publications regarding camera techniques in cinematography,
possibly because they aim toward practical applications. Therefore, we picked a list from
a web article (the title is Film Studies 101 … Freer & Gibbs [4]) as a part of our initial
survey. We grouped the camera techniques based on our understanding of their purpose
and effects and summarized in Appendix 1. We would like to note that some techniques
can be combined with others and used for other purposes.

To move from one scene to another in video games, due to the volume of video
game data (e.g., graphics texture, audio, etc.), loading the data from storage to working
memory and unloading the unnecessary data fromworking memory are inevitable tasks.
This transition can be used for players to keep their interest, follow the story arc, watch
aesthetic visual works, or simply wait for data loading. However, we could not find
academic references regarding loading screens in video games. Thus, we referenced
journal articles and opinion videos.1 We pick the video games that we know and classify
their loading screens based on their characteristics (Appendix 2).

4 Control Transition and Visual Transition Techniques

There are many visual transitions conveys useful information; our question is how we
can leverage them in multi-robot teleoperation interfaces. We connect the teleopera-
tion information for the operator during the control transition and visual techniques
from other fields (i.e., the initial design framework Fig. 3). Our focus is to introduce
other fields’ techniques and anchoring our future discussion of implementing our novel
idea, informative visual transition in multi-robot teleoperation. Despite our effort, we
admit that this is a proof-of-concept and requires further improvement. We leave the
improvement as future work and focus on the potential of our framework.

1 URL: (youtube.com/watch?v=RSV4rHCPJ0M), (youtube.com/watch?v=hhVT7ydgGxo),
(youtube.com/watch?v=hhVT7ydgGxo), and (gamesradar.com/the-secret-art-of-the-video-
game-loading-screen-and-why-they-wont-be-going-away-anytime-soon/).

http://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3DRSV4rHCPJ0M
http://youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3DhhVT7ydgGxo
http://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3DhhVT7ydgGxo
http://www.gamesradar.com/the-secret-art-of-the-video-game-loading-screen-and-why-they-wont-be-going-away-anytime-soon/
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Fig. 3. The three information types (upper half) for an operator during the control transition. By
comprehending the information, the operator can have enough awareness to issue any commands.
We can design informative visual transition using media techniques (bottom half) to support the
operator during the control transition in multi-robot teleoperation.

5 Conclusion

We discussed a novel interface design paradigm in multi-robot teleoperation to pro-
vide teleoperation information during the control transition. When the operator must
comprehend the rich information before issuing any commands, the informative visual
transition can help the operator speed up their understanding. This concept can be useful
in many situations: we can already find examples of informative visual transitions in var-
ious fields. We propose to leverage this for future multi-robot teleoperation interfaces to
improve the teleoperation experience and increase the operator’s task effectiveness. This
paper provides vocabularies and keywords that explain how and why camera techniques
and video games’ loading screens can be relevant and useful to design informative visual
transition. This is our initial step toward implementing the novel paradigm inmulti-robot
teleoperation interfaces, we leave the assignments as our future work.
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Appendix 1. Selective camera techniques and our classification
with short descriptions.
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Appendix 2. Video game loading screens and our classification based
on the information that the scene conveys.
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